Dear Exhibitors,

Missing your move-out target may incur fees or penalties between show break and your target move-out deadline. All crates will be returned by 10 PM. Any exhibits not packed by this deadline will be dismantled and packed by Freeman at the exhibitor’s expense.

For target dates change requests email Randy Newman at CESfreight@freeman.com or call 702-579-1771 by December 1.

- Complete the following prior to your target move-out date and time:
  - Recheck with your rigging team
  - Checkload Material Handling Agreement (if exceeded by Freeman
  - Double-check your show materials and signs

- Missing your move-out target may incur additional charges. To avoid these charges, please note the following:
  - All loads must be at least 12” (30.48 cm) above the floor
  - Any rigging is overload (40’ or higher)
  - Any Exhibitor who is late to move-out may incur fees or penalties.

- All Exhibitors must be off the LVCC floor by 6 AM on Saturday, January 11. Any exhibits not packed by this deadline will be dynamited and removed by Freeman at the exhibitor’s expense.

- No Exhibitors who have not cleared by 6 AM on Saturday, January 11 will be allowed to be loaded onto the exhibit floor.

Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained on this floor plan. However, no warranties, either expressed or implied, are made with respect to this floor plan. If the location of building columns, utilities or other architectural components of the facility is considered in the construction or usage of an exhibit, it is the sole responsibility of the exhibitor to physically inspect the facility to verify all dimensions and locations. © Freeman, All rights reserved.